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3...2...1...
Blast off!

Hannah from Year
8 recalls her visit
to the National
Space Centre

World
Challenge
Expedition:
One student’s
account of the trip
of a lifetime...

A day in
the life...
We explore a day
of Sixth Form
life with Year 12
student Sophia

A message from the

Headteacher
Dr. Barbara Minards

Welcome to our first newsletter
of the academic year, we hope
you like our revised format with
an updated look and some new
regular articles.
In
addition
to
celebrating
numerous extra-curricular events
and trips, we are also going to
recognise the everyday activities
in school with a regular feature
of ‘a day in the life of’. For every
newsletter a different year group
will be invited to write about a
typical day at Sutton Girls, one
article will appear here and others
will be on our website. This edition
features a description from one of
our Year 12s, Sophia, as she makes
the transition from Year 11 student
to sixth former.
The academic year has got off
to a great start, we started by

Staffing News
The end of this half term sees
us say farewell to one of our
music teachers, Mrs Winch, as
she is retiring after 12 years of
service to the school. On behalf
of all her colleagues, current
and former students, I would
like to thank her for all of her
hard work, commitment and
enthusiasm. Mrs Winch will be
fondly remembered for her
role in numerous spectacular
concerts,
conducting
the

celebrating the success of our
outgoing Year 13s and Year 11s
with their fantastic exam results.
We welcomed the highest number
of Year 11s into the sixth form and
are delighted that they are joined
by several new students.
I would like to congratulate all
students for the positive start they
have made to the new academic
year, particularly to the Year 7s
who have successfully made the
transition to secondary school and
are already contributing to life at
Sutton Girls.
Highlights from the half term
include our open evening in
September when we welcomed
lots of potential future Year 7s
and their families. It was great to
see so many students across all
year groups being tour guides and
training orchestra and for
supporting the annual school
musical. She has inspired many
students to take up a musical
instrument and develop their
performance skills. Mrs Winch
made the raffle a memorable
part of musical events and
successfully raised funds for a
variety of worthy causes. We
have invited Mrs Winch back to
host the raffle at the Christmas
concert at the end of term.
We are pleased to introduce
Miss Bowen as our new part
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sharing their experiences of being
part of our school. We are looking
forward to our Sixth Form Open
Evening on 8th November. In the
busy half term we have seen a
packed extra-curricular schedule,
with high attendance at a wide
variety of clubs and societies,
many of which are student led.
Rehearsals are well underway
for the Christmas Concert and
High School Musical 2. Our focus
on charity continues, with a very
successful cake sale in support
of the Macmillan Coffee morning,
the first house charity event raised
money for Animal Aid as Aquila
hosted a Halloween bake off.
I hope you enjoy reading about
what has been happening at
school during these last 8 weeks
and I wish you and your families a
happy half term holiday!
time music teacher who joins
us after half term. Earlier this
term we appointed Mr Hall as
our graphic designer and digital
communications assistant. He
is responsible for this new look
newsletter and sharing our good
news stories via our website and
social media posts. We recently
appointed Mrs Faulkner as our
new catering manager. She is
meeting with students to review
the food on offer and looking to
increase the variety of healthy
foods at competitive prices.

Biking in the park
Raffle prize
request for
Christmas
It’s that time of year again
when we are asking you
all to donate an item to go
into the Christmas hampers
to be raffled. The School
Christmas Concert will be
held in the Sports Hall, on
Wednesday 19th December.
We are again planning to
raffle Christmas hampers at
the concert and a donation
of any of the listed items
or any other suitable item
you can contribute such
as
novelty
Christmas
crackers, tea, coffee, cakes,
biscuits, chocolates, sweets,
canned soups, jams and
preserves etc. will be greatly
appreciated.
All donations are to be
handed in to the Music
Department by Monday
17th December. All proceeds
from the raffle will be sent
The Look Good Feel Good
Campaign, a very worthy
cause for those suffering
from the side effects of
treatment for cancer.

I love mountain biking, so in Year
7 when I found out that there was
a mountain biking club I was really
excited. I am in Year 8 now and still
loving every second! In the lighter
months we ride to Sutton park and
do proper off-road cycling, we ride
through fords (which sometimes
gets muddy!) and up huge hills.

stop. In the middle of October,
we get new year sevens joining
the club which gives them time
to practise before they go to the
park. To join mountain biking you
need a Bikeability Level three,
because when we go out we ride
on the roads, however we try to
avoid busy junctions.

There are a range of year groups
that go, so some have more
experience than others, which
means there is always someone
who can help. Mrs Tunstall and
Miss Kirby let us solve our own
problems, so we learn how to do
things but they are there if we
really need them.

One of the things that I love most
about Mountain Biking Club is that
everybody supports each other. If
someone were to have a fall, we
would check that they were alright
and get back on our bikes.

In the darker months we use the
school field to practise skills and
play games. My favourite is Queen
of The Court, this is when you
must ride as slow as you can for
the longest in an enclosed space.
You are out when you put your
foot on the ground.
People try to knock others off their
bikes and get in the way which is
always fun to watch. It helps us
to control the bike and tests how
quickly we can do an emergency

Concert information and
tickets will be available
nearer the date.
Many thanks in advance for
your support.
The Music Department.
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Mrs Tunstall always says that
we only go as fast as the slowest
person and we don’t mind at all,
because we have all been in that
person’s shoes. I fell off my bike a
few weeks ago and everyone was
kind and helpful but I wish I could
have caught on camera for ‘You’ve
Been Framed’! I love taking part in
mountain biking and I can’t wait for
the Year 7s to join in a few weeks
time!

By Poppy from Year 8

SCGSG Law Society visit to
Queen Elizabeth Law Courts
On Wednesday 26th September,
the Law Society visited Queen
Elizabeth’s
Law
Court
in
Birmingham. They shadowed a QC
barrister and sat in court to hear
proceedings such as swearing on
oath, viewing of video evidence and
sentencing.
This was all carried out by the oldest
judge. After watching 4 different
cases, the students were excited to
have a meeting with the Judge where
he provided some useful insight
into the legal environment and
answered questions. Overall, the
trip was a huge success, providing
an opportunity for members of
the Law society to enhance their
understanding of court and what it
takes to be a lawyer.

Year 10 Hockey Tournament at Wyndley
Our School hockey team takes part
annually in a hockey tournament,
consisting of 3 matches every
Thursday. It is held at Wyndley
Leisure Centre and several local
schools are invited to play. Over
the past few weeks we have all
thoroughly enjoyed playing these
matches.
They give us a different take
on playing hockey; some of us
have played before so it is fun to
represent the school, but it is also
a great experience for those who
have never played before. The
team gives everyone a chance to
try something new. This year, we
were very successful and won the
majority of our matches. Although
with some losses, it gave us the
chance to improve our play and
reflect where we went wrong. This
has helped us work better as a
team.

Our team has given everyone a
chance to expand friendships
through a fun activity. Over these
weeks we’ve improved massively
and have come on a lot. On behalf
of our hockey team I can safely
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say we have had a great time and
the tournament was thoroughly
enjoyed by everyone.

By Rebecca from Year 10

World Challenge Expedition to China 2018
Before embarking on this trip,
we did not know each other
particularly well, but after four
weeks, our group turned into a
family sharing laughter and food
wherever we travelled, comforting
each other during the hard
times and enjoying the best of
experiences. Every day was a new
adventure, which we took time
to record in our journals to make
sure we never forgot those special
memories.
Chengdu, the capital city of
Sichuan province, was the hub of
our trip. On arrival, we watched
a traditional Chinese opera and
visited a Panda Research Base.
Over time, our routines adapted
to our new Chinese lifestyle and
we accustomed to our roles in the
Accommodation, Transport, Food,
Rest and Relaxation and Budgeting
teams.
For the Acclimatisation part
of the expedition, we climbed
Mount Emei to prepare us for the
physical demands of our main
trek. Although it was challenging,
the group pulled together and
continued up the never-ending
stairs to a Buddhist monastery
where we stayed the night.
Volunteering at Fampu Farm for
the Community Project, proved
most rewarding. As a team, we

designed and built a playground
for young children from scratch
in 2 days, putting all our efforts
into sawing wood, digging holes,
mixing cement and painting our
creations. This was a unique
opportunity to give back to the
local community. After our manual
labour, we ate delicious organic
food sourced from the farm and
met the friendly volunteers at the
farm who became a part of our
group. To top our Project phase
off, we held a party for the Chinese
volunteers to thank them for their
hospitality and help, performing
Dancing Queen, in true Sutton
Girls’ style!
We then set off to the Tibetan area
of Sichuan where we had a day to
explore the mountainous town of
Kangding. We took the opportunity

to join in with the traditional group
dances in the town square, visit
a Buddhist temple and buy our
souvenirs. Here, the people were
so friendly and at night, the fairy
lights on the mountains lit up the
sky. Our main trek in the Tagong
Grasslands provided beautiful
scenery and a break from the
humid conditions in the city.
Without a doubt, the highlight
of this phase was our generous
guide, Kevin, who invited our team
to his family home for dinner.
Rest and Relaxation began in
the last week of our trip. We
travelled to Xian to visit the site
of the Terracotta Warriors before
catching an overnight train to
Beijing. In the Chinese capital, we
visited the Forbidden City, the
Olympic Stadium, Tiananmen
Square and finally walked along
The Great Wall of China!
The experiences throughout our
month in China have moulded
us into stronger, more outgoing
individuals and the times we spent
together will stay with us forever.
Without this trip, we would not have
developed the close friendships
we now have or pushed ourselves
so far outside our comfort zones,
making this expedition a once in a
lifetime opportunity.

By Sonia from Year 13
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A day in
the life
For our first edition,
we hear from
Year 12 student,
Sophia, about Sixth
Form life and her
experiences so far
this term...

A normal day in the life of a Year
12 Student entails many moments
of happiness, experienced in the
every day. Although each day
consists of the same three lessons,
there is a perpetual variation due
to the broad range of subjecting
matter, and individual approach
brought by different teachers and
students alike.
My day begins with a form time
activity, today it was Global
Awareness Day - we utilise our
time to stay informed about global
issues that are prominent on
the political stage and share our
opinions in constructive debates,
improving our skills of argument.
Following form time, lessons ensue
for the day. I have each of my three

A Level subjects each day - Biology,
English Literature and History.
I have found it highly enjoyable to
be able to delve deeper into the
subjects that spark my interests.
Following on from the new 9-1
GCSEs, the academic leap has
been made more accessible,
therefore making the transition to
A Levels even more seamless. Our
learning has also been furthered
as a result of increased intimacy
with smaller classes; collaborating
with like minded students who
share a passion for my subjects.
Managing the increased workload
has also been greatly aided due to
the “study sessions” that, alongside
encouraging new friendships with
people outside of daily lessons,
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allow me to create an achievable
work/life balance.
In order to expand my learning
beyond the confines of the
academic syllabus, I also went to
Debating Club today, allowing me
to improve my debating abilities
whilst broadening the scope of
my knowledge about niche and
interesting topics. However, life in
Sixth Form is not always so fast
paced and the Common room
provides me with a comfortable
space to relax and unwind during
lunch and break times, and the
chance to use the kitchen facilities.
Each day in Sixth Form provides
a new opportunity to further not
only my learning, but my personal
and life skills.

Year 12 London/Oxford Residential
The Year 12 residential to London
was an amazing experience for all.
Students were able to visit a range
of fascinating venues such as
The Tower of London, The Globe
Theatre and a range of museums
in South Kensington.
At the Globe Theatre, we had a
guided tour around the whole area,
allowing us to go into the Globe as
well as the exhibition after. Our
tour guide, Callum, informed us of
how the current Globe was built a
few hundred yards from its original
site and some of the history behind
the Globe. When in use, the Globe
presented many of Shakespeare’s
greatest plays. In 1613, the theatre
burned to the ground during
a performance of Henry VIII
however it was quickly rebuilt; only
to be later demolished in 1644.
We were informed that the project

to rebuild the Globe was initiated
by Sam Wanamaker after his first
visit to London in 1949 and he
spent a long time fundraising and
researching into the appearance
of the original Globe and planning
the reconstruction. It was difficult
as there is no record of what the
Globe looked like so the replica
is what researchers think the
Globe looked like, using the same
materials stated in many historical
texts; this attracts visitors from all
around the world today.
On Thursday evening, after a really
busy day of sightseeing we enjoyed
a delicious Italian meal, which gave
us a chance to bond and get to know
our year group peers. We then
walked to the Lyceum Theatre to
take our seats and watch ‘The Lion
King’ and we most definitely were
not disappointed. The stunning
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costumes depicting the various
animals really brought the musical
to life and the extremely talented
performers had us hooked from
the very beginning with the heartwarming rendition of the ‘Circle
of Life’. Vibrant displays of colour
exploded on stage whilst gripping
melodies and creative dances
captivated our emotions, even
a few tears were shed! As the
lights came up at the end of the
performance, we were all singing
our way out of the theatre and felt
it was all over too soon.
Overall the trip was a great success.
Students were engaged in their
various visits and learnt a lot about
our capital city and its interesting
history. Students were also able to
meet new people and make new
friends that will last throughout
their time in Sixth Form.

Year 8 visit to the
National Space Centre
By Hannah from Year 8
3, 2, 1, blast off! During our trip
to the Space Centre, I had a
brilliant time discovering new
and interesting facts about
our universe along with huge
amounts of fun. My favourite
part was the planetarium as
there were lots of exciting
effects - it really felt as though
you were floating through the
universe, gliding past all of the
stars.
The thrilling simulator was also
great fun and was based on a
real astronaut’s mission!
It was so amazing, I thoroughly
enjoyed this Space Centre trip
and would recommend it for
everyone wanting an actionpacked day!

Celebrating European Day of Languages
Честване на Европейския ден на езиците
On Wednesday 26th September
2018, Sutton Coldfield Grammar
School for Girls celebrated
‘European Day of Languages’.
At lunchtime eighteen bilingual
students hosted language taster
classes in languages not currently
taught at our school such as
Turkish, Russian, Korean, Hindi and
Urdu to name but a few.

It was really interesting to learn about another
culture and how the language originated, as
well as learn a few phrases.
Amaani Yassin 12G who attended
Hindi and Bulgarian

I really enjoyed sharing my culture and mother
tongue with my friends. I was glad that it was
interesting for them!

A big thank you goes out to all
those students who participated
and
helped
us
celebrate
multiculturalism and the many
different languages that are
spoken around the world.

Bianka Petrova 12G who taught Bulgarian
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GCSE and
A-Level Art
The Art Department was very
pleased to welcome prospective
students and their parents and
careers during the recent Open
Evening.
There was an exhibition of GCSE
and ‘A’ Level work for the visitors
to view as well as a selection of
students working to demonstrate
how the artwork is produced.
Jasmine from Year 12 was engaged
by many potential students
throughout the evening as they
were amazed with her large scale
drawing and recognised her from

a self-portrait (pictured below) in
the exhibition.
Other students demonstrated
GCSE skills and the variety of
inspiration for their artwork. Whilst
slightly intimidated by the quality
of the work, many of the visiting
students were eager to learn the
skills required to produce such
excellent work and we look forward
to welcoming them in 2019.

Mr M. Davis
Head of Art
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Year 8 – Netball Tournament
By Lucy from Year 8
(B team captain)
On Wednesday 10th October 2018
the Year 8 A and B teams took part
in a netball tournament hosted at
our school.
The B team played 5 matches, each
10 minutes long. Our first match
was against Fairfax. Our shooting
was strong and our defence was
really good. We won the match 4
– 1, this built up our confidence for
our next match.

great interceptions. We sadly lost
2 – 8. Our last match was against
Arthur Terry. All of their players
were really tall, but we cut around
them and got the chance to shoot.
All of the match we were neck and
neck but in the last minute Arthur
Terry managed to get 2 shots in.
The score at the end of the match
was 6 – 4 to them.

The players that day were: Bonnie,
Cerys, Catherine, Hannah G, Emily,
Charlotte, Penny and Lucy. All of
team played really well and we are
very proud of how we played. We
got some great shots in and made
some good interceptions. Well
done to the A team as well!

However, this match was against
our A team which we sadly lost 2
– 12. After this match we played
Highclare. Their defenders were
very good which meant we didn’t
get much chance to shoot. The
score was 6 – 1 to them. After
losing two matches in a row we
seemed to have lost our positivity,
but we kept our heads high and
worked our hardest.
Plantsbrook were the next team
we played. They had very good
attack but our defence made some

Year 9 Netball Success
Congratulations to our Year 9
A-Team who were overall winners
in the Netball Tournament which
took place on Wednesday 3rd
October on our home courts.
It was a tough competition
attended by teams from schools
all over Sutton, including Fairfax,
Arthur Terry, Bishop Walsh and
Plantsbrook.
In our first game we were up against
Fairfax. Due to some amazing
team-work and co-operation we
won the match 10-2. What a great
start!
Our next match was against our

own B-team who are always a
pleasure to play but as you can
imagine the competition was fierce!
It was a very enjoyable game with a
closing score of 9-2 in our favour.
In the third round we met one of
our biggest rivals, Arthur Terry
who as usual didn’t fail to give us
a good match. Our team showed
some outstanding attacking skills
to win the match 8-4.
Our girls displayed some amazing
defending abilities in our next
match against Bishop Walsh where
we only conceded 1 shot. Equally
talented, our shooters were right
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on target with 13 amazing goalsthe final score was 13-1.
The last match was a close one!
After coming out of the first half
loosing 4-2 we managed to fight
back in a nail-biting second half and
through strength, determination
and excellent team spirit we
finished on a high with a final score
of 6-5.
Well done to all the girls! As a
team, we would like to thank all the
people who made the competition
possible with a special mention to
our excellent PE teachers for their
constant support and dedication.

Fitness Club: Couch to 5K Challenge
Fitness club has grown this year
with over 50 students taking
the opportunity to get fitter and
feel healthier. This term with
the help of our fantastic leaders
we have launched the ‘Couch to
5K’ to try and inspire those who
find running a challenge.

welcome.
Look out for the new fitness
challenges coming up in the
fitness suite!

The activities in our fitness
suite have continued with
students using the treadmills,
rowers, steppers and crosstrainers. Well done to everyone
who has shown commitment
to this club, you are all getting
fitter! Newcomers are always

Sutton Girls Cheerleading!
Every Tuesday, on a weekly
basis, we attend an enjoyable
cheerleading session led by our
coach Sophie, from Sutton Allstar
Cheer. In these sessions, we learn
the basics of cheerleading such
as stunts (like going into pyramid,
prep, teddy sit etc.), tumbling (basic
gymnastic skills) and dancing.
Cheerleading is a great way to
perform as a team and show what

it is all about, as it is not a very
common sport. Last year, we got to
perform a routine in the school’s
Evening of Dance as well as at a
sport fair. This year we are hoping
to be able to show our routine
in outside school competitions/
events. Our team includes a wide
variety of years from Year 7-11, we
include everybody and create a
fun and friendly environment.
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We find cheerleading an amazing
after school activity, where we can
learn and try something new, as
well as meeting new friends.
We are looking forward to this year,
creating new routines and having
even more fun!

By Hannah and Claudia
from Year 8

Cross Country:
A flying start to the season…
Duke of Edinburgh
Award – record
numbers sign up!
This year we have seen the
school Duke of Edinburgh
numbers increase to 137
participants
from
Year
10. Our students will be
actively
volunteering
in
the community, learning a
new skill and challenging
themselves to be active and
get fit through the physical
section. They will then
embark on two expedition
weekends where they will
be physically and mentally
challenged to complete a
walking expedition whilst
carrying all of their kit and
food!

By Francesca & Olivia
from Year 7

Gold Duke of Edinburgh has
also seen a huge increase in
Year 12 & 13. With 16 signed
up so far the students have
an exciting but challenging
18 months ahead of them.

This week saw the start of the
cross country season with the first
race being hosted by Bishop Vesey.
Year 7s were to run one lap, Year
8s and Year 9s were running one
and a half laps and year 10s and
onwards were running two laps.

Good luck
involved.

We took a brilliant team
representing all age groups.

to

everyone

Year 7 started the races off and it
has to be said they dominated the
field – Francesca was our first girl
home in second place followed by
her sister Olivia in third place and
Eleanor in 4th place, Isabel in 5th
and Sammie in 6th – the rest of
the team were not too far behind
which just goes to show what a
strong and brilliant team we have.
You can look forward to our next newsletter at the end
of Autumn Term. In the meantime, keep up to date by
following us on:

The other years also did extremely
well with Year 10 Lucy coming 1st
and Charlotte coming 6th. There
were excellent running conditions
moreover the sun was shining
in hope to re-energize the tired
athletes. In addition there was a
wide range of running spikes on
show – not to mention the wide
range of tape to secure your
shoelaces in place – the spikes
ranged from pink and bright yellow
to black and white. The colours
and patterns of tape were even
more extravagant with galaxy
tape, union jack tape and pink and
white striped tape!
As you can see it was a very
successful first race of the season
and I am sure was thoroughly
enjoyed by both athletes and
spectators.

Phone Number: 0121 354 1479
Email: enquiry@suttcold.bham.sch.uk
Web: www.suttcold.bham.sch.uk

facebook.com/suttcold or twitter.com/suttcold

Jockey Road, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, B73 5PT
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